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CORN BELT
SOIL MOISTURE

▪

RED RIVER VALLEY

Soil moisture analysis show very dry conditions in the primary United States Corn Belt area,
over the northern and western Midwest and through the Southern Plains, which could impact
the 2022 crop season.
▪
By contrast, the situation is much different – and much wetter – in the remainder of Illinois
and Missouri as well as in Indiana and Ohio. The wetter indication is also showing up in the
remainder of Minnesota, north-eastern South Dakota and in North Dakota.
▪
The track of a winter storm system across the US during mid-February appears to have added
to the sharp precipitation/moisture divide. The bulk of the storm's rain occurred in a large area
from central and southern Missouri through the Ohio Valley, but not in drier areas farther
north and west. As of mid-February, 72% of the United States is in at least a minimal stage of
drought, the highest percentage since 2012. There are concerns that a drought is developing in
the Midwest.
▪
Forecasts through the next 30 to 90 days offer little change in this wet-dry divide. Monthly
outlook updates issued by various weather and climate agencies extended the time frame of
the current Pacific Ocean La Niña into April-May-June. With this probable extended La Niña
influence, spring precipitation forecasts expect above-normal precipitation with possible flood
risk in the Ohio Valley and eastern Midwest region, which will receive the most prominent
precipitation. In contrast, the drier crop regions
from the western Great Lakes to the west and
southwest should see mainly below-normal
precipitation, except for the Red River valley.
Updated drought development forecasts predict
drought to form in the upper Mississippi Valley
in eastern Iowa/western Wisconsin/northern
Illinois.
▪ So, barring a substantial change in the
precipitation pattern, spring planting 2022
faces concerns on either the too-dry or toowet end of the spectrum. Happy-medium areas
are few and far between.

CORN BELT
LA NIÑA IMPACT
The outlook of continued warm and dry conditions in North America is largely driven by the La Niña
state, which is expected to persist until the end of May before changing by mid-summer. The initial
March outlook for Iowa, issued by the Climate Prediction Center (CPC), show elevated probabilities of
warmer-than-average temperatures for most parts of the Corn Belt, with probabilities shrinking into
South Dakota and Nebraska.
There is potential for above-average chances of wetter conditions across the eastern Corn Belt,
stretching into Iowa’s eastern half. There are equal chances of above, below, or near-average rainfall
across the upper Midwest in March.

MARKET BRIEFING
▪
▪

▪
▪

Brazil’s soybean harvest is one-third completed. The top grain-producing state of Mato
Grosso has been hit by excessive rain, causing water damage to the soybean crop, while
Brazil's southernmost states recently have been affected by hot, dry weather.
The La Niña weather pattern will keep limiting rains in Argentina's most important farming
regions until the beginning of the Southern Hemisphere autumn, at the end of March.
There are forecasts of normal rainfall at the end of February, but a change in the atmosphere
can probably only be expected by the end of March or the beginning of April.
South American corn yields are trending lower. Brazil's corn yield is 3% below trend,
following on from the very low 2020/21 yield that was already 21% below trend, while the
Argentine forecasted yield this year of 7.94 Mt/ha is also 1,4% below trend.

Brazil soybeans harvest progress
Harvested the end of last week
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The South African rand traded relatively steadily on Monday, despite global markets being
shaken by increased worries about the uproar between Russia and Ukraine. The rand traded
at R15,12 against the dollar, within touching distance of its R15,1225 closing level on Friday.
The rand has been resilient in the past few weeks despite concerns over the Ukraine
situation, with high real domestic yields, strong terms of trade and fresh reform pledges
from President Cyril Ramaphosa in its favour.

PARITIES
YELLOW MAIZE
Mar'21

May’22

Jul’22

Sept’22

PMB-import parity

R5 378

R5 365

R5 271

R5 147

CPT-import parity

R5 191

R5 160

R4 974

R4 843

SAFEX-yellow maize

R3 861

R3 860

R3 865

R3 925

DBN-export parity

R3 729

R3 860

R3 865

R3 800

Field Agent
Field feedback of current crop
conditions (soybean and maize) on the
Middelburg-Ermelo-Warden-Standerton
route:
Middelburg/Ermelo region: Crop
conditions still have average to aboveaverage potential, however, the region
urgently needs at least ±20mm rain.
Ermelo/Morgenzon region: The area has
experienced fundamental crop damages
with crop potential below average and in
need of rain.
Standerton/Vrede region: Average crop
estimate potential, but in need of rain
this week to avoid losses.
Warden: This area looks like it will
perform the best out of all the areas on
this route but is also in need of more
rain. The crops have above-normal
potential.

Amersfoort, Maize

Amersfoort – four
different sizes of first
maize heads from the
same maize field.

…continued
White Maize
Carolina-Hendrina area

White Maize, Hendrina

White Maize, Carolina

…continued
Soybeans, Hendrina East

Soybeans, Hendrina East

…continued
Water Damage, Carolina

Water Damage, Carolina
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